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KOKET’s high style Drapesse chair to be displayed at NellyRodi’s Techno Made trend exhibit at 
Maison & Objet Paris 2015. 

World renowned brand trend agency, NellyRodi, has chosen KOKET’s modern, hooded Drapesse 
chair to be in their Techno Made exhibit at Maison & Objet Paris taking place January 23 to 27.  

The design world’s biggest event selected Make” as the trending theme of 2015-2016, with the 
exhibit categories of Nature Made, Human Made and Techno Made. Vincent Gregoire, trending 
extraordinaire from NellyRodi, chose to focus his exhibit on Techno Made, searching for designs 
that break the boundaries of contemporary comfort. 

Let’s Get Techno 
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The design of KOKET’s Drapesse chair is a tribute to the high style of interior design icon, Dorothy 
Draper. Of course, it wouldn’t be a KOKET chair without a lavish and sensuous edge. The regal 
hooded design is given a sexy upgrade with a supple velvet interior and reptile embossed, 
metallic cream leather hugging the exterior, all elegantly poised on curved brass feet. 

This is not the first time Janet Morais’ bold designs have been chosen by NellyRodi at Maison & 
Objet for being ahead of the trend. In 2014, KOKETs geometric Gem table lamp was chosen for 
the theme “Sharing,” showcasing the stunning brass lamp featuring a beautiful colored gem in 
the center. 

The lovely Drapesse will be showcased at the NellyRodi Techno Made exhibit in Hall 7. You can 
also see her, along with pieces from the set design of Fifty Shades of Grey and exclusive brand 
releases, at the KOKET Enchanted Affair booth in Hall 7, Stand I 145. 


